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Abstract

MPEG4 High Efficiency Advanced Audio Coding (HE-AAC) and MPEG Surround are one of the most efficient combinations for 

low bit rate multi-channel audio coding. Based on the fact that these two codecs have identical quadrature mirror filter (QMF) 

analysis and synthesis structures, we propose a dual-domain connection scheme fdr the codecs. Specifically two time-domain 

connection methods are analyzed and compared to the QMF subband-domain connection method. Experimental results 아low that 

both the time-domain connection methods cause no subjective sound quality degradation compared to the QMF subband-domain 

connection method, which verifies that one can select either of them depending on application scenarios.
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I. Introduction

Recently MPEG Surround was standardized to 

achieve both a low bit rate and high sound quality for 

multi-channel audio coding [1]. An MPEG Surround 

encoder downmixes original multi-channel audio 

signals and extracts spatial parameters composed of 

channel level differences (CLDs), inter-channel correlation 

/coherences (ICC), and channel prediction coefficients 

(CPCs). Then an MPEG S니rround decoder recon

structs multi-channel audio signals based on the 

downmix signal and spatial parameters. Due to its 

low bit rate, MPEG S니rround is suitable for st

reaming services s니ch as multi-channel digital audio 

broadcasting, which can be played by home and car 

multi-channel playback systems. For technical de

scription of MPEG S나rround, refer to [2—4].
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MPEG Surround can be used with any downmix 

codec that is used to encode and decode the 

downmix signal. From the viewpoint of a bit rate, 

HE-AAC [5] or aacPlus [6] is one of the most 

efficient downmix codecs. Since HE-AAC utilizes 

the spectral band replication (SBR) tool to generate 

high frequency components from the low frequency 

components, it reproduces good quality audio at the 

bit rate of 32-64 kbps [7]. As a result, HE-AAC 

and MPEG Surround can be used together to re

produce good quality 5.1-channel so니nds at the 

total bit rate of 64 kbps or less. Furthermore, 

HE-AAC is currently used for digital multimedia 

broadcasting (DMB) [8], which means that the current 

DMB systems can be upgraded from stereo to 

5.1-channel by adopting the MPEG Surround te

chnology.

In the meanwhile, HE—A AC and MPEG Surround 

are both based on QMF analysis and synthesis 

structures. Especially at sampling frequencies of 32 

kHz, 44.1 kHz, and 48 kHz, which are the most 
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common cases in audio coding, HE-AAC and MPEG 

Surround use identical QMF structures [1, 5], Con

sequently, QMF subband samples can be directly 

connected between them without QMF synthesis in 

HE-AAC and QMF analysis in MPEG Surro니nd, 

which is efficient for both computational complexity 

and memory requirement. On the other hand, the 

time-domain connection is still necessary in case 

that only PCM inputs and outputs are available 

between 나圮m. For example, HE-AAC and MPEG 

Surround can be implemented on different chipsets 

where only PCM samples are transmittable and 

receivable. Based on this practical problem, the idea 

of dual-domain connection for HE-AAC and MPEG 

Surround was presented in [9] and adopted for the 

MPEG Surround standard [1], Whereas the MPEG 

Surround standard specifies that both the QMF 

subband-domain and time-domain connections 

should be supported between HE-AAC and MPEG 

Surround [1], the detailed technical description on 

the scheme has not been sufficiently made in the 

literature so far. In this paper, we give a detailed 

description and experimental results of the dual— 

domain connection scheme for the two codecs. In the 

following sections, we assume that the sampling 

frequency of HE-AAC is one of 32 kHz, 44.1 kHz, 

and 48 kHz.

II. The Dual-Domain Connection Scheme

The MPEG Surround decoding process is as 

follows [1]. A time-domain signal is first analyzed 

by QMFs to produce 64 QMF subband signals and 

they are further analyzed by Nyquist filters to in

crease the resolution of low frequency components. 

That is, the 3 lowest QMF subbands are split into 10 

hybrid subbands by 13-tap finite impulse response 

(FIR) filters and the other 61 QMF subbands are 

delay-compensated to compose 61 hybrid subbands. 

The spatial parameters (CLDs, ICC, and CPCs) are 

applied in the hybrid subband domain, where the 

number of hybrid subbands is 71, and the signals are 

processed by Nyquist and QMF synthesis to produce 

output multi-channel signals. The time resolution of 

hybrid subband signals is identical to that of QMF 

subband signals.

Since the downmix signal and spatial parameters 

are used together in MPEG Surround decoding, their 

time synchronization is crucial. The QMF analysis 

and synthesis processes are an FIR filtering process 

and produce time delays, which means that the 

downmix signal in the time—domain connection is 

delayed compared to that in the QMF subband- 

domain connection. To simplify the whole decoding 

structure and minimize an algorithmic delay, MPEG 

Surround specifies the QMF subband-domain co

nnection as the default mode when it is used with 

HE-AAC [1]. Once MPEG Surround bit streams are 

composed by an MPEG Surround encoder so that the 

downmix signal and spatial parameters are synch

ronized for the QMF subband-domain connection, 

the delay compensation process should be applied to 

the time—domain connection. The process can be 

performed either by delaying the spatial parameters 

in the hybrid subband domain or by decoding the 

downmix signal in advance in the time domain, which 

we refer to as the spatial parameter-based method 

(SPBM) and the downmix-based method (DBM) 

respectively. Since a coding standard should define 

its decoding process explicitly, the MPEG Surround 

standard specifies only the SPBM for the time- 

domain connection [1]. In this paper, we deal w辻h 

both the SPBM and DBM since they are both 

implementable for practical applications and their 

results are identical in the subjective sound quality 

sense.

In Fig. 1 (a), the QMF subband—domain connection 

is represented as dotted lines. In HE-AAC decoding, 

the look-ahead of 6 QMF subband samples is 

available for the 3 low frequency (LF) subbands [5]. 

Therefore, we extract the LF subband signals in

cluding the look-ahead before QMF synthesis in 

HE-AAC and insert them a仕er QMF analysis in 

MPEG Surround. In this case, there is act니ally no 

additional delay by the following Nyquist analysis in
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Fig. 1. The dual-domain connection scheme： (a) QMF subband 

-domain connection method and (b) two time- zdomain 

connection methods.

MPEG Surround, which is a 13-tap FIR filtering 

process, because of the look-ahead. Then we ex

tract the 61 high frequency (HF) subband signals 

before QMF synthesis in HE—A AC and insert 廿lem 

after Nyquist analysis in MPEG Surround. In this 

case, we can also eliminate the unnecessary delay 

process required for the HF subband signals in the 

Nyquist analysis of MPEG Surround. Based on the 

QMF subband-domain connection, an MPEG Surround 

encoder synchronizes the spatial parameters with 

the downmix signal so that there should be no un

necessary delay process in MPEG S나rro니nd decoding.

Since the synchronization between the downmix 

signal and spatial parameters in MPEG Surround bit 

streams is based on the QMF subband-domain 

connection, it is corrupted due to an additional delay 

of the downmix signal for the time-domain co

nnection. The delay is 961 time samples, which is the 

sum of 257, 320, and 384 time samples caused by 

QMF synthesis in HE—AAC, QMF and Nyquist analy — 

sis in MPEG Surround respectively [1, 5]. As des

cribed before, two solutions (SPBM and DBM) are 

available and 아lown in Fig. 1 (b). In the SPBM, the 

spatial parameters are delayed by 15 subband samples 

in the hybrid subband domain, which is represented 

as dotted lines with Di = 15 subband samples. In the 

DBM, we decode the downmix signal in advance so 

that it synchronizes with the spatial parameters in 

the hybrid subband domain, which is represented as 

solid lines with D2=961 time samples.

The SPBM results in a time-misalignment between 

the downmix signal and spatial parameters since 15 

subband samples correspond to 960 (=64*15) time 

samples, not 961 time samples. The DBM results in 

an algorithmic delay since it should decode the 

downmix signal in advance. Therefore, the SPBM can 

be used for real-time applications where the mini

mization of an algorithmic delay is important. The 

DBM can be used for non—real—time applications 

where the bit-exactness between the output multi 

—channel signals of the time-domain and QMF 

subband—domain connections is important.

III. Experimental Results

Experiments have been performed to compare the 

SPBM and DBM to the QMF s니bband-dom&in co

nnection method. We used 11 5.1—channel test items 

니sed for MPEG Surround standardization [1 이 , whose 

lengths were about 20 seconds with a sampling fre

quency of 44100 Hz. We first encoded the items 

using an MPEG Surround reference encoder [11] 

based on 5 — 1 — 5 and 5—2—5 configurations in high 

quality mode, where the bitrates of the MPEG S니一 

rround data were about 12 kbps for both the 

configurations. Note that an M-N-M configuration 

implies that the lumbers of inp니t/output and down — 

mix channels are M and N respectively. The mono 

or stereo downmix signals were encoded in HE 

-AAC format with a bitrate of 32 kbps per channel 

and were further synchronized with the spatial 

parameters in MPEG S니rround bit streams for the 

QMF subband—domain connection. The frame size of 

MPEG Surround was 2048 time samples and the 

number of parameter bands was 28. The downmix 

signals were decoded to QMF ribband and time 

samples and further used for MPEG S니rround deco

ding. HE-AAC and MPEG S니rroimd were imple

mented in floating-point source codes and the PCM 

samples between the codecs were in 16-bit format.
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We first performed an informal listening test to 

compare the output 5.1-channel sounds of the QMF 

subband-domain connection with those of the SPBM 

and DBM. As might be expected, they were not 

subjectively distinguishable at all. Therefore we 

further analyzed the output 5.1-channel signals of 

each method from the viewpoint of errors and 

objective difference grade (ODG) values [12].

We defined the error as differences between the 

output signals of the QMF subband~domain and 

time-domain connection methods. Since all the 

methods have different delay values from each other, 

they were time-aligned for error calculation. In 

Table 1, the root mean square errors (RMSEs) and 

the signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) are listed, where 

the noise represents the error between either of the 

DBM and the SPBM and the QMF subband—domain 

connection method. The results were first calculated 

for each channel and then averaged over all the 

channels. The low frequency enhancement (LFE) 

channel was excluded since only one item contained 

non—zero LFE channel signals. The average errors 

of the DBM are relatively small, where the errors can 

be explained by two reasons； the impulse response 

of the QMF analysis and synthesis processes is not 

a perfect impulse and the output PCM samples of the 

HE-AAC decoder are quantized in 16—bit format. 

The maximum error of the DBM was 1-2% of the 

output of the QMF subband—domain connection method. 

The errors of the SPBM can be explained by three 

reasons： the time-misalignment between the down- 

mix signal and spatial parameters by one time sample 

and the two reasons described in the DBM. As might 

be expected, the average errors of the SPBM are 

relatively large mainly due to the time-misalign-

Table 1. Average RMSEs and SNRs of the SPBM and DBM 

compared to the QMF subband-domain connection me

thod. The RMSEs represent results for PCM samples 

in 16-bit format.

Results
DBM 

(5-1-5)

DBM 

(5-2-5)

SPBM 

(5 너-5)

SPBM 

(5-2-5)

RMSE 7.60 3.38 48.36 37.80

SNR 41.9 dB 47.8 dB 25.8 dB 26.8 dB

ment. The maximum error of the SPBM was up to 

50% of the output of the QMF s니bband-domain 

connection method, where the reason of the large 

error will be explained at the end of the next 

paragraph.

For further analysis of the results of the SPBM, we 

show the error signals calc니lated for the front-left 

channels of item 9 in Fig. 2. Though the errors of the 

SPBM are large, they are highly correlated with the 

original signal. Assuming that the CLDs have a level 

of K and are transmitted once per frame and the 

signal level is L, the error level is approximately 

7272048 considering the one - time - sample misalign

ment. Note that K varies from -45 dB to 45 dB 

except for extreme cas으s where is either -150 dB 

or 150 dB [1], and L varies from 一32768 to 32767. 

It is noticeable that the errors of the SPBM are 

relatively large between 6s and 12s, where the 

original signal has strong high frequency com

ponents. Since the variation of high frequency com

ponents is large even in the one-time-sample 

interval, the error increases as the high frequency 

components become dominant in a signal.

To show that the large errors correlated with the 

original signals in the SPBM have little effect on the 

perceived sound quality, we show the ODG values 

between the QMF subband-domain and time-domain

Time (s)

Fig. 2. The from니eft channel signals for item 9： (a) output 

signal of the QMF subband-domain connection method, 

(b) error signal of the DBM, and (c) error signal of 

the SPBM.
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Ta비e 2. Averaged ODG values with 95% confidence intervals.

ODG 

values

DBM 

(5 너-5)

DBM 

(5-2-5)

SPBM 

(5-1-5)

SPBM 

(5-2-5)

upper 

bound
0.052 0.052 0.005 0.022

mean 0.05 0.05 -0.03 0

lower 

bound
0.048 0.048 -0.065 -0.022

connection methods in Table 2.

The QDG val니es were calculated using the advanced 

mode of the percept니al eval나ation of audio quality 

(PEAQ) technique [12]. In fact, the calculation pro- 

ced니re of the ODG values is not defined for 5.1 — 

channel signals. On the assumption that the sub

jective sound quality of each channel signal of the 

SPBM and DBM is little degraded compared to that 

of the QMF subband-domain connection method, we 

first calculated the ODG values on a channel basis 

and then averaged them over all the channels. ODG 

values range from 0.07 to -4, where a negative 

value represents sound quality degradation in the 

mean opinion score (MOS) [12]. Note that a positive 

value corresponds to a case that a subject cannot 

discriminate the reference item from the test item 

[12]. The results are not significantly less than 0 at 

a 95% confidence level with their mean values very 

close to 0, which means that the DBM and SPBM do 

not degrade the perceived sound quality compared to 

the QMF subband-domain connection method.

IV. Conclusion

We presented the detailed technical description 

and experimental results of the dual-domain co

nnection scheme for HE-A AC and MPEG Surround, 

which has not been much investigated yet. Ex

perimental results verify that the SPBM, which is 

specified as the default time—domain connection 

method by the MPEG Surround standard, does not 

cause subjective sound quality degradation compared 

to the QMF subband—domain connection method.

The results also show that the SPBM can be replaced 

by the DBM especially for non-real-time appli

cations where an algorithmic delay is less important.
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